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The project presented in this paper replicates and extends the
work of Kelly and Duran (1985). Their study of the relationship
of group member perceptions of group interaction and group
effectiveness is re-examined under the several new perspectives
that offer new directions for small group research.
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REDEFINING GROUP COHESIVENESS AND EFFECTIVENESS:

REPLICATING AND EXTENDING WITHIN NEW PERSPECTIVES

Small group research has gone through a considerable amount of change
and growth in the last two decades. The seventies and early eighties were
marked by a period of epistemic "rough water" while small group researchers
searched for the appropriate ways of conceptualizing and approaching
research. Theorists (Bormann, 1970; Fisher and Hawes, 1971; Gouran, 1970;
and Cragan and Wright, 1980) have been critical of past group research.
Criticisms included a concern about the appropriate parameters of research
content, questions about the appropriate methodological procedures, and
most importantly the fear of a lack of consistent theoretical bases
underpinning such research. In a comprehensive review of small group
literature of the 80's, Frey (1988) indicates that many of the deficiencies
cited about small group research have been addressed in the last nine
years, though new questions continue to surface.

A major issue that has-been raised recently centers around the notion
of whether communication is even an important factor in the group decision
making process. "Currant work on small group communication reflects the
belief that we must study the how of communication influence rather than
the if" (Hewes, 1986, p. 288). In this provocative article, Hewes posits
that most of the past group research has either failed to provide adequate
evidence that communication has any significant effect on group decision
making, or at best, that communication serves as a mediator of some other
variable(s). This alternative position proposed by Hewes takes on the
label socio-egocentric. It assumes that most small group decision outputs
can be explained by noninteractive factors.

While Hirokawa (1982) admitted that few previous investigations have
succeeded in finding some consistent and meaningful relationships between
group interaction variables and group performance outcomes, the majority of
scholars have not conceded to Hewes' argument. Researchers still test and
measure the relationship of group outcome to group development, consensus,
satisfaction, and cohesivene ;.s, areas of focus that Gouran (1973) suggested
earlier.

Hirokawa has conducted the bulk of investigation concerning the role
of communication on group effectiveness with varying results. He found no
significant ties between communication behavior and effectiveness in a 1980
study (Hirokawa, 1900). However, Hirokawa and Pace (1983) found that a



careful evaluation of opinions and assumptions by group members was

positively related to group effectiveness. Additionally, the authors found

that groups containing influential members who exerted a positive influence

over the group by leading them to higher quality decisions had more success

than those groups without such leadership. Finally, Hirokawa (1985)

discovered that critical communication functions related more to group

performance than discussion procedure.

A third approach to explaining small group interaction is the

theoretical perspective of structuration (Poole, Seibold, & McPhee, 1986).

This general theory developed from the work of Giddens provides a framework

that addresses two tensions that result from interaction among group

members: 1) tension from the interaction of the individual action and the

structural factors in group interaction; and 2) tension from the dialectic

of stability and change in group structures. "The theory of structuration

mediates tensions between individuals and systems, and between structural

stability and emergence" (Poole, Seibold, & McPhee, 1986, p. 264). Initial

testing of the structuration theory focused on small group communication

has just begun.

Regardless of their perspective, small group researchers continue to

be intrigued by the factors that allow a task group to achieve their goal

effectively while developing cohesive bonds. Group effectiveness has been

measured a number of ways; quality of solution, quantity of ideas, and

correctness of solution are most often used. The force that binds group

members together has been generically defined as cohesiveness although that

construct has drawn a number of different operationalizations and methods

of measurement.

These issues drew us to the work of Kelly and Duran (1915a, 1985b).

It seemed to us that their study of the relationship of group member

perceptions of group interaction and group effectiveness could help us in

more specifically operationalizing the effectiveness and cohesiveness

constructs. Kelly and Duran (1985a, 1985b) used SYMLOG (A System for the

Multiple Level Observation of Groups) Adjective Rating method developed by

Bales and Cohen (1979) as the vehicle for measuring member perck 'tions of

group communication.

SYMLOG is a theoretical and methodological system that accounts for

and measures group communication behavior on three theoretically orthogonal

dimensions: 1? dominant (U- Upward) to submissiveness (D=Downward); 2)
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friendly (P=Positive) to unfriendly (N=Negative); and 3) instrumentally

controlled (F=Forward) to emotionally expressive (B=Backward). These or

similar dimensions have been extracted and validated by other researchers

(Isenberg & Ennis, 1981; Solomon, 1981; and Wish, D'Andrade, & Goodnow,
1980).

The SYMLOG method allows members to rate their perceptions of their

own interaction behavior and that of other group members on the three

dimensions. The results of the group members ratings are averaged across

the group to allow a visual image of the group to be plotted in the three

dimensional SYMLOG space (group average field diagram).

The purpose cf our project was to: 1) replicate and extend the Kelly

and Dural: (1985a, 1985b) study; and 2) reanalyze their operationalization

of cohesiveness. They indicate that their work was largely descriptive

due to a small sample size. To replicate and extend, our study must
incorporate a large number of groups, and include additional tests of

cohesiveness. It is our contention that cohesion is not adequately

operationalized in their study.

The Kelly and Duran (1985a, 1985b) study measured subjects'

perceptions and performance in two consecutive group task projects. Grades

assigned for each of the projects served as a measure of group
effectiveness. The SYMLOG Adjective Rating Forms were used to measure the

group members' perceptions of their interaction while preparing for their
projects. The authors focused their study on two factors: group cohesion
and group leadership. The authors defined cohesion as the extent to which

perceptions of members' behavior clustered together in the three-
dimensional SYMLOG soace. Group averaged ratings that produced similar

scores for all members were taken as an indication of group cohesion; those

that resulted in dissimilar scores were taken as an indication that a group

lacked cohesiveness. This level of cohesion was measured by a formula that

computed the average Euclidean distance between member plotting scores on
each of the three dimensions. The distance is labeled as the polarization

score. In this case, polarization is not the phenomenon of risky shift.

Rather, polarization is the degree to which group members perceive their

interaction being similar on the three SYMLOG dimensions. A low
polarization score indicates that group members: perceive themselves

interacting in similar fashion. A high polarization score indicates that

the group members perceive themselves as behaving differently in the
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interaction. Kelly and Duran believe this score reflects the level of

cohesiveness within the group.

Kelly and Duran (1985a, 1985b) made additional use of the SYMLOG

plotting locations by visually examining each group average field diagram

for evidence that a task leader existed. Leadership was assumed to be

exhibited when one member of the group rated higher in task orientation

(instrumentally controlled) than other group members. In the one

representative example provided, the task leader was also more dominant

than most of the other group members.

Analysis of the data lead Kelly and Duran to draw a number of

conclusions. Effective groups produced a SYMLOG configuration that

indicated a moderate degree of cohesiveness, relatively equal participation

of members, and a clear task leader. Groups that were less effective

appeared to be associated with the lack of a task leader and one of two

patterns of cohesiveness. These groups had either a high degree of

cohesiveness (polarization distance scores of 3.5 or under) or low

cohesiveness (polarization distance scores of 6.0 or higher). The authors

reasoned that groups without discernible task leaders might get side-

tracked onto emotional or social issues at the expense of critical

evaluation of ideas. They also posit that groups that are highly cohesive

may be reluctant to express disagreement or analyze ideas critically, while

groups lacking cohesion might be diverted from the task because of frequent

'isagreements. Each of these factors might explain a lower degree of

effectiveness.

Hypotheses

The Kelly and Duran (1985a, 1985b) project sought to find a group

interaction variable that was related to effective group performance.

Examining group members' perceptions of group interaction with SYMLOG was

an attempt to identify configurations of group interaction that were

distinguishable from one another. The results of their study suggested

"that effective and ineffective groups can be distinguished on the basis of

members' perceptions of one another on the SYMLOG dimensions" (Kelly &

Duran, 1985a, p. 190). Conclusions from their study can be recast as

hypotheses about group interaction and its effect on group effectiveness.

The hypotheses .re:

Hl: Highly effective groups are characterized by the presence of
an identifiable task leader and moderate SYMLOG polarization
indices (3.5 to 6.0).



H2: Ineffective groups are characterized two ways:

a) Strong cohesiveness with little variation among members on
SYMLOG dimensions (that is, SYMLOG polarization indices of less
than 3.5), and no identifiable task leader;

or

b) Strong coalition formation as described by SYMLOG polarization
indices (greater than 6.0), and no identifiable task leader.

A major limitation to the Kelly and Duran project is the small sample

of groups used (n..3). Our interest is their operationalization of the

cohesiveness variable as the SYMLOG polarization index. Our study is in

essence a replication and extension of the Kelly and Duran project. To

help us test Kelly and Duran's hypotheses and to explore our questions

about using the polarization index as an indication of group cohesiveness,

we used a large number of groups (47), an additional formula for

calculating polarization intensity, two additional measures of group

cohesiveness, and an additional evaluation of group output as a measure of

group effectiveness.

Methodoloov

Subjects

Individuals who compose the groups for this study were students

enro:.led in a multi-section course in small group communication at a large

midwestern university. The sections were standardized through the use of

common syllabi, lectures, testing, and group presentation evaluation

criteria. The course syllabus clearly stated that group work was part of

the class assignment and course grade. These course characteristics are

similar to those of the Kelly and Duran project.

Students (n..248) represented many disciplines, and the traditional

college ages (18-22), although a few nontraditional age students were

interspersed throughout these classes. Females dominated the female-to-

male balance by approximately two to one. Within each of the ten sections,

students self-selected themselves into groups (n-47) of no less than three

and no more than seven members. Subjects received extra credit toward

their overall course grade for their involvement.

Prior to self-selection, subjects participated in five hours of

introductory interaction. This allowed students to become acquainted and

familiar with one another before choosing group members and to become

accustomed to working in task oriented groups. Typical of these activities

were small group and individual introduction exercises, group production



and problem solving tasks, and exercises in which personal values, atti-

tudes, and interests were expressed. There was no attempt to control for

age, sex, background, personality variables, or communication characteris-

tics other than what the subjects imposed upon themselves as their own

selection criteria. We belie.e that self-selection promotes subject

involvement and interest in group projects and represents reality better

than random assignment procedures. Of course, some trade-off in

generalization of results is made; the large number of groups partially

offsets that limitation.

In the Kelly and Duran project, 23 student subjects were placed into

eight groups on the basis of availability of free time to meet outside of

class and an attempt to equalize gender. Groups had either four or five

members.

Group Task

Our groups formed to develop and present two presentations on group

communication topics. As an aid to that task, groups were given 13 class

periods to meet. Groups met seven times in class before making the first

presentation and an additional six times to prepare for the second.

The group task in the Kelly and Duran project was also a two-part

assignment to permanently formed groups. Their first assignment was a

solution production assignment following a standard procedure for group

problem solving; the output of the problem solving sessions were oral and

written reports. The second assignment was a decision making assignment

again following a standard procedure; the output was similar to the first.

Although the group tasks f r our project differ slightly, these groups also

had to make an oral presentation and, certainly, the process for coming to

consensus about how to do that included both group decision making and

group problem solving.

In this project, three of the 13 in-class work sessions were selected

for data collection. The first data session occurred at the second meeting

(week 2-3) of the group. (The first group meetings were not used because

our experience with these type of groups has shown that the first meeting

is primarily orientation in nature with very little attention to decision

making and problem solving.) The second data session was the meeting just

prior to g!ving the first presentation (week 4-5). The third data session

was in the middle of the groups' preparation for the second presentation

(week 7-8). Although this project captures data at three times, the data



collected at times 2 and 3 are representative of the data collected in the

Kelly and Duran project at times 1 and 2. Measuring instruments were

administered immediately after the group meetings. Data were collected

before group members made their presentations and before they received

grades for the projects.

The Kelly and Duran groups were formed the second week of the

semester. The first project was assigned the third week and completed by

the sixth. The second group project was assigned the seventh week and

completed '..he tenth. Data was collected for both phases the week following

completion of the written and oral projects. Thus, their subjects were

likely to have Experienced several meetings and collapsed their perceptions

about those meetings into the one data collection phase..

Like the Kelly and Duran groups, each group project was given a grade

by the instructor. While the Kelly and Duran groups (n=8) received grades

from the same instructor, here seven instructors were involved due to the

large number of groups (n=47) included in the study. In both studies, the

same group grade was given to each group member. Kelly and Duran looked

for consistencies between grading periods to assign groups to effectiveness

categories. Rather than assume that effectiveness (operationalied as a

grade) i3 a static construct, we chose to analyze the data at both

evaluation points. In addition to the group grade given by the instructor,

the final group presentation was evaluated on four additional criteria by

their instructor and two other section instructors.

yariable Definitions and Measures

SIMLO

As in the Kelly and Duran project, the SYMLOG self-report Adjective

Rating Form (Bales & Cohen, 1979) was used to capture group members'

perceptions about their communication behavior and the communication

behavior of the other group members in the group meetings. Twenty-six

adjective phrases represent each single dimension, and the double and

triple dimension permutations of: 1) dominant - submissive (U-D); 2)

friendly-unfriendly (P-N); and 3) v.aak oriented-emotionally expressive (F-

B). Subjects respond to the adjective phrases using a 3 point scale

(0=never or seldom, 1=aometimea, and 2=often or always). Subjects

completed the rating form after each of the three data sessions.

SYMLOG positions are computed for each individual group member
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according to procedures detailed in Bales and Cohen (1979). The individual

ratings are averaged within the group to produce a group index of

perceptions about the interaction behavior in the group. The SYMLOG

positions are also used to calculate the average Euclidean distance or the

polarization index for each group. The formula (SORT (((U-D) of group

member A-(U-D) of group member B12+((P-N) of A-(P-N) of B)24((F-B) of A-(F-

B) of B)2)] is calculated for each pair of group members. These are summed

and divided by N(N-1)/2 where N equals the number of group members to allow

comparisons across groups. The formula was also used in the Kelly and

Duran project. It is one of Polley's reconfiguration of the original

polarization formula (Polley, 1985). Table 1 presents the range of

polarization indices for the groups in this project. The polarization

index has been reconfigured as a unification index (Polley, 1989); we also

calculated this for each group. The unification index is based on the P-N

and F-B dimensions. Interpretation of the unification index is just

opposite of the polarization index: a high unification score indicates a

highly cohesive group while a low unification score indicates a widely

diverse group. These indices are shown in Table 2.

insert Table 1 here

insert Table 2 here

Cohesion

To confirm that the SYMLOG polarization index was indeed an indication

of cohesiveness, two additional measuring instruments were used. Many

definitions and measures of cohesiveness exist; two independent and

alternative conceptualizations were chosen. The first is the 20 item Group

Attitude Scale (Evans & Jarvis, 1986) which measures attraction to group

interms of identifying with and being accepted by the group. The second

is the 18 item Wheeless Solidarity Scale (Wheeless, Wheeless, & Dickson-

Markman, 1982). These researchers define solidarity as similarity in

expressions of sentiment, behavior, and symbols.

These two instruments were administered immediately after each of the

data sessions with the SYMLOG Adjective Rating Forms. The individual

internal reliabilities for these two instruments were quite high, ranging

from .888 to .957. To compute a group index on these measures, the scores

1CP



for individuals within a group were averaged. The group summary statistics

are shown in Table 3.

insert Table 3 here

Although the two measures emphasized different factors of cohesiveness, the

measures were expected to b correlated. The group level Pearson product

moment correlation was 901 at the second measurement and .863 at the

third.

Group Effectiveness

The grades for the group presentations were given by the course

instructors based on jointly developed grading criteria. Sttdents had

knowledge of these criteria while preparing their presentations. These

criteria were designed to evaluate the group's output (the presentation),

not the group's interaction leading up to the presentation. Subjects

evaluated their meeting interaction using the SYMLOG measures. Grades were

given on A 10-point scale ranging from excellent (10) to failure (0).

Summary statistics for group grades are presented in Table 3.

A separate and additional evaluation of the final presentation was

made by the instructor and two other section instructors. The criteria

were: 1) clarity--the extent to which objectives were clear and met by the

group; 2) usefulness--the extent to which the material was of value for

future reference in the small group communication context; 3) creativity- -

the extent to which the material was presented in a dynamic, interesting,

and stimulating manner; and 4) audience involvement- -the extent to which

the group presentation stimulated audience interest and involvement. This

additional evaluation was made independent of the group grade. Subjects

did not receive these evaluations; these evaluations were not used in

forming a grade for the final presentation. Each of the four criteria were

judged on a scale of one through seven to indicate unacceptable to

exceptional quality. The inter-coder reliability for this measure was

.865. This additional group effectiveness measure was labeled External

Evaluation; summary statistics are shown in Table 3.

Fesults

first Analysis

Because this project is a replication and extension of a previous

study and because we were particularly interested in the operationalization
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of cohesiveness, we began by testing those portions of the hypotheses

suggested by Kelly and Duran. The 47 groups were divided into high (greater

than 6.0), moderate (3.5 to 6.0), and low (leas than 3.5) categories based

on each group's polarization index. At time 2 (similar to Kelly 4 Duran's

time 1), there were 15 high, 24 moderate, and 8 low groups. At time 3

(similar to Kelly 4 Duran's time 2), there were 13 high, 26 moderate, an 6

low groups. The summary statistics for the group variables for each of the

breakdowns are shown for in Table 4.

insert Table 4 here

Using Kelly and Duran's three level categorization of polarization

scores and a weighting factor to account for the differing group II's,

regressions at the group level of analysis were computed within each of the

three levels to see if group effectiveness (group grade or external

evaluation) could be predicted by the polarization score. No signiticc.nce

was indicated at timo 2.

At time 3, there was one significant finding. For the six groups with

low polarization scores (3.5 or below) and classified as too cohesive and

ineffective, the final group grade (mean -7.0) was predicted by the

polarization score (Fw7.63, pa.05, dfw1,4, r2- .656). Kelly and Duran

suggest that, low polarized groups are ineffective because they are overly

cohesive. The average grade of there six groups was a B which re:lects the

average of all 47 groups; we do not consider grades in this range to be a

demonstration of group ineffectiveness.

§econd Analysis

Because our sample represented a much broader range of polarization

scorer than the Kelly and Duran groups, we generated a now breakdown of

polarization scores by categorizing polarization scores as: 1) greater

than the mean polarization plus one-half standard deviation (high

polarization); 2) within the range one-half standard deviation above and

below the mean (moderate polarization); and 3) less than the mean

polarization minus one-half standard deviatic . 'low polarization). (See

Table I for these breakdowns.) At time 2, this resulted in 6 high, 34

moderate, and 7 low groups. At time 3, this resulted in 5 high, 37

moderate, and 5 low groups. The summary statistic: for the group variables

for each breakdown are shown in Table 5.



insert Table 5 here

Using the polarization levels as categories and the weighting factor,

regressions were computed within category levels to test the ability of the

polarization score to predict group effectiveness ( group grade and external

evaluation). No significance was found.

A second series of regressions were computed to include all of the 47

groups without respect to any categorization on the polarization score.

Polarization did not predict group grade at time 2 nor group grade or

external evaluation at time 3.

The results of the first two analyses indicated that the polarization

categorizes defined by Kelly and Duran or the similar categorizes suggested

by our data were not fruitful. Thus, the operationalization of group

cohesiveness using the polarization index was not useful. We turned to the

alternative formulations of cohesiveness--the unification index and the

measures of group attitude and solidarity for the third and fourth
analyses.

Third Analysis

This third set of regressions is a repetition of the first analysis;

this time we used the unification index as the predictor of group

effectiveness (group grade or external evaluation). Like Kelly and Duran's

levels of polarization, we calculated three levels of unification: 1)

highly unified groups--scores one-half standard deviation above the mean or

higher; 2) low unified groups--scores one-half standard deviation below the

mean or lower; and 3) moderately unified groups--scores between the

parameters of the other two. At time 2 this breakdown resulted in 21 high,

9 low, and 17 moderate groups. At time 3, there Jere 23 high, 12 low, and

12 moderate groups. The summary statistics for the group variables for

each breakdown on are shown in Table 6.

insert Table 6 here

Within these categories, regressions weighted by the number of membere

of the group were computed at the group level of analysis to test the

ability of the unification index to predict either group grade or external

evaluation. There were no significant findings. A second series of
regressions were ran on all 47 groups regardless of their unification

11
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level; again, there were no significant findings.

Fourth Analysis

In this series of regressions, we repeated every regression ran in the

other three regression series. Rather than using a SYMLOG index

(polarization or unification) of cohesiveness, we used the group means of

the two questionnaire measures of group cohesiveness--group attitude and

solidarity--to predict group effectivness (group grade or external

evaluation). We ran these regressions at the group level using a weighting

factor to account for the varying size of groups (1) within the Kelly and

Duran categorization levels, (2) within the categorization levels suggested

by our data, and (3) on all groups without regard to categorization level

using first the group attitude measure of cohesiveness, and then the

solidarity measure of cohesiveness. There was only one significant

finding.

For the 15 groups categorized as having moderate polarization scores

at time 3 according to Kelly and Duran's classifications, the solidarity

measure predicted the external evaluation score (F=4.45, p=.05, df=1,13,

r2=.255). For these groups the mean external evaluation was 47.188 which

reflects the mean of the 47 groups; Kelly and Duran hypothesized that

groups with moderate polarization scores would be highly effective. We do

not consider the average external evaluation of these 15 groups to reflect

that degree of effectiveness.

fifth Analysis

At this point, we were suspect of the assumed relationship between

group effectiveness and group cohesiveness. Now we wanted to explore the

relationship among the four operationalizations of cohesiveness- -

polarization, unification, group attitude, and solidarity. We wanted to

believe that the SYMLOG indices of cohesiveness (polarization and

unification) were stronger measures of that construct because they result

from group member responses to the phrases of the Adjective Rating Form.

In these phrases, members rate how they perceive themselves and the other

group members interacting in the group meetings. In other words, there is

no direct reference to group cohesiveness. On the other hand, it is likely

that even naive subjects would guess that the two questionnaires were

measures of group cohesion. This face recognition may inflate subject

responses due to a social acceptability bias. Thus, without regard to any

breakdown, we ran regressions first to test the ability of the polarization

12
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score to predict group attitude and then solidarity.

The group polarization index did predict group attitude and group

solidarity at both points of data collection. Similarly, the unification

index made similar predictions. These are reported in Table 7. And,

finally, we wanted to look at the relationship between polarization and

unification. This significant relationship is also reported in Table 7.

insert Table 7 about here

It appears then that the measures of cohesiveness--polarization,

unification, group attitude, and solidarity--do in fact groupmeasure

cohesiveness at least as operationalized by the others.

Sixth Analysis

If group cohesiveness does not predict group effectiveness, is there

another variable that will? Having the opportunity to collect data from 47

groups over a period of ten weeks, we collected data on other variables to

extend this replication. Like cohesion, satisfaction is an outcome that

results from group interaction. And often, the two variables are perceived

to be related. If a group is cohesive, it is expected that group members

will also be satisfied (Shaw, 1981).

A line of research that measures individual group member satisfaction

has been conducted by Wall and his colleagues (Wall & Galanes, 1986; Wall,

Galanes, & Love, 1987; Wall & Nolan, 1986; and Wall & Nolan, 1987). Their

10 item Likert-type self-report measure for student task groups includes

both process and product related items.

The Wall measure of group member satisfaction is the only instrument

that measures this construct from the group context. The Hecht (1978b)

Com-Sat Inventory measures interpersonal satisfaction from the dyadic

context. Other measures of group satisfaction include the larger

organizational context (i.e., workplace factors that are inappropriate for

this sample). The Wall satisfaction instrument was administered with the

other measuring instruments immediately ;.fter the data session meetings.

Internal reliabilities at the individual level of measurement were in the

low 90's. Scores for individuals in a group were averaged together to

provide a group imex. The summary statistics for the group level variable

are shown in Table 8.

15
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insert Table 8 about here

Without regard to any level of polarizatiwn or unification, we ran a

series of regressions the group le..,e7 of anlaysis to see if satisfaction

rather than cohesiveness would predict group effectiveness. For the final

evaluation period, group mean satisfaction did predict group grade (F=7.16,

p=.01, df=1,45, r2=.137) and external evaluation (F=4.31, p=.04, df-1,45,

r2=.087). Although significant, little variance is explained by the

satisfaction var4able.

piscussion

These results indicatz: that Kelly and Duran's expectations as well as

ours for predicting group effectiveness from cohesiveness constructs may be

premature or misguided. Certainly working with

inhibited Kelly and Duran's efforts. Replicating

sample and alternative operationalizations of coh

a small number of groups

their study with a larger

esiveness, we still failed

to find the relationship we assumed was there.

rejecting the hypotheses generated from the Kelly

Thus, we feel secure in

and Duran conclusions and

in suggesting that a factor other than cohesiveness accounts for group

effectiveness.

A limitation for both studies is that the population was students.

However, we believe that this limitation was overcome by a research design

that captured data from the overall group process and that the task had

outcome consequences for the subjects in terms of a shared group grade,

and, maybe more importantly, the task also had process consequence. These

groups were full-fledged groups in that group members interacted and were

dependent on one another to produce a group outcome for which members share

a common fate. This task assignment is similar to that of many

organizational groups which must interact in a series of problem solving

sessions and make many decisions before being able to present their final

product. In a sense, these groups were formed within a larger

organizational context as groups competed for resources (grades), had

established time parameters, and had to deal with intra-group and inter-

group politics. These factors create real-world pressures. We believe

groups like these meet the criteria suggested by Poole (1983): groups

should not be zero-history, there should be incentives for group memb s to

maintain solidarity, there should be pressure to finish the task, and the

task should have some complexity.
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It is disappointing that the output measures did not perform better as

measures of group effectiveness. To us 1.)1.b. suggests a lack of parallelism

between internal group processes aul externally judged outcome

effectiveness. A group may feel that they have performed effectively even

though their results are judged to be ineffective by others. Or, a group's

output may be judged by others to be superior when the group is less than

pleased with their performance or the group interaction leading to the

final output.

The most important finding of this project is to reject the

cohesiveness construct defined by the SYMLOG polarization index which

measures similarity on all of the dimensions of le SYMLOG space. Polley's

more recent unification index measuring similarity on the P-N and F-B

dimensions appears to be better related to cohesivness. However, we

believe that even the unification index is only an adequate indicator of

group cohesion if the group is located in the PF or possibly the PB

quadrant. Let's examine group interaction judged to be in the NF or NB

quadrants. While interaction is being perceived similarly, this type of

interaction would be detrimental to cohesion. If four people were meeting

as a group and a conflict erupted, they would likely rate themselves as

uniformly dominant, negative, and emotionally expressive WNW in SYMLOG

terms. By Kelly and Duran's definition and Polley's unification index they

would be cohesive because they perceived themselves similarly. Tying

cohesion to polarization or unification does not account for where in

SYMLOG space the similarity occurs. We believe that the polarization and

unification indices are better referred to a measures of perceptions of

like-behavior. This difficulty in operationalization points to the need

for re-examining the behaviors considered to be part of a cohesiveness

factor.

The many analyses here point to group effectiveness being more

dependent upon feelings of satisfaction rather than feelings of

cohesiveness. Hecht (1978c) defines satisfaction as an internal reinforcer

that is grounded in communication behavior based upon expectation

fulfillment (Hecht, 1978a). We believe that Hecht's definitional focus is

on target, but he provides no methodology for measuring the satisfaction

construct within a group setting. Relying on the Wall et al. satisfaction

instrument relinquishes the definition of group member satisfaction to an

analysis of the items contained in the instrument.

1
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A succinct definition is never explicitly given; but one can be

derived. Wall and his colleagues envision group member satisfaction as a

bipolar scale of satisfaction-dissatisfaction. Satisfaction is anchored by

positive feelings about group performance, recognition of the quality of

the group output, positive feelings about the group work, and positive

feelings for the other group members. Methodologically, dissatisfaction is

the absence of satisfaction. Item definitions are anchored in feelings of

personal ideas being stifled, low enthusiasm, resentment toward being in a

group an individual does not want to be in, and frustration. Here,

satisfaction and dissatisfaction are emotional responses to the group's

interaction or the results of the group interaction and deal with

expectation fulfillment.

How satisfying interaction is specifically characterized by the SYMLOG

dimensions needs more exploration. Wall and Galanes (1986) report that the

P-N dimension was significantly linked to satisfaction when they

hypothesized that satisfaction would be positively related to F as well.

It is logical to expect that ?embers of task-oriented groups would feel

satisfied as they accomplished group tasks. A more thorough investigation

of the satisfaction construct in the group context is required.

The leadership proposition that Kelly and Duran propose as tandem to

their cohesiveness proposition was given little attention by us since we

did not replicate their findings about cohesiveness. In these groups, the

emergence of a clear task leader was as evident in the high and low

polarized (ineffective according to Kelly and Duran) groups as in the more

effective moderately polarized groups. Our tracking of the task leaders

that emerged through to the final evaluation suggests that task leaders

are not stable roles. Some groups had members who switched on and off

being task leader; some groups established a task leader some of the time;

some groups had multiple task leaders; and, finally, some groups never

established a task leader in the many weeks of interaction. This requires

further investigation since SYMLOG researchers (Koenigs & Cowen, 1988) have

established an ideal location in SYMLOG space for the "most effective

leader". Few of these groups had a group member who could be identified as

a task leader according to their criterion.

Conclusions and Implications,

We had hoped our results would allow us to make a connection between

our work and the structuration approach. We thought structuration wculd be

1S6



fruitful since both measures of group satisfaction and group cohesiveness

help us understand how group members are reacting to the influences of

decisions made in their groups. Poole, Seibold, and McPhee (1986)

indicate that "because causal determinations are mediated by members'

consciousness to understand how structural features or unintended

consequences influence decision-making, it is necessary to understand hoe:

these are enacted and understood by members" (p. 283). In this study, tY4

sought link did not appear. Changes in group member perceptions on these

constructs should lead us to an identification of how interaction structure

changes and provides rules for interaction. The one thing that did support

the structurational approach was the variability in the identities of the

task leaders.

With respect to Hewes' alternative theory that communication does not

make a difference in the group context, we can only say that this data does

not dramatically reinforce the opposite. These data open enough questions

for us that we believe further investigation of the socio-egocentric model

is warranted.

Beyond rejecting the expectation that either polarization or

unification is an adequate measure of group cohesion, we believe that these

data and results lend themselves this one final conclusion. Small group

researchers seem tied to research that attempts to predict group

effectiveness. Like many other studies, the definitional focus of

effectiveness as a dependent variable may be at issue here. A crit4cal

viewpoint raised by Schwartzman (1986) is that researchers have imposed

their own criteria of work group effectiveness onto the groups they have

studied. Studies like this one indicate that researchers should ask

members of a work group about their view of what constitutes work as well

as effectiveness. As researchers, we may have positioned ourselves too

far from actual group process and product. Researchers have counted for

quantity, judged for quality, and yet still have not clearly identified

effectiveness. The next generation of group effectiveness research may be

enhanced by asking group members to define group and personal

effectiveness. Perhaps we have been too long in assuming that external

observation and measurement can determine what makes a fulfilling group

experience.
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TABLE 1

Summary of Polarization Indices

Polarization Index Mean S.D. Minimum Maximum

Time 2
Time 3

Time 2

Time 3

Low

< 3.282
(n=6*)

< 2.957
(n=5)

5.357 4.149 1.495
5.257 4.600 1.663

n = 47 groups

Polarization Categories

Moderate High

3.282 to 7.432 > 7.432
(n=34) (n=7)

2.957 to 7.557 > 7.557
(n=37) (n=5)

*groups

10.563
11.594

TABLE 2

Summary of Unification Indices

Unification Index Mean S.D. Minimum Maximum

Time 2
Time 3

93.515 8.102 69.038
92.595 9.906 64.352

n = 47 groups

100.00
100.00

TABLE 3

Summary of Group Variables

Variable (Meeting) Mean S.D. Minimum Maximum

Group Attitude (2) 111.541 10.206 88.600 131.250
Group Attitude (3) 108.982 10.495 82.800 136.750
Solidarity (2) 63.104 8.491 42.167 76.200
Solidarity (3)
Grade (2)

64.200 8.590
6.532 1.600

37.000
2.000

81.500
10.000

Grade (3) 7.064 2.026 2.000 10.000
External 47.681 13.650 21.000 77.000

Evaluation (3)
n = 47 groups



TABLE 4

Group Summaries at Time 2 and,Time 3
Based on _Kelly and Duran's Categories of Polarization

Variable Mean S.D. Minimum Maximum

High Polarization Index at Time 2

Solidarity 57.491 8.447 42.167 70.333
Group Attitude 106.158 9.366 90.000 120.000
Midterm Grade 6.667 1.915 2.000 10.000

n = 15 groups

Moderate Polarization Index at Time 2

Solidarity 65.452 7.199 48.300 74.750
Group Attitude 114.046 9.065 100.250 131.250
Midterm Grade 6.625 1.408 4.000 10.000

n = 24 groups

Low Polarization Index at Time 2

Solidarity 66.583 7.778 50.400 76.200
Group Attitude 114.123 12.152 88.600 128.600
Midterm Grade 6.000 1.604 3.000 8.000

n = 8 groups

High Polarization Index at Time 3

Solidarity 59.810 9.022 37.000 72.000
Group Attitude 104.206 10.379 82.800 118.000
Final Grade 7.333 1.799 4.000 10.000
External 47.133 12.455 21.000 65.000

Evaluation
n = 15 groups

Moderate Polarization Index at Time 3

Solidarity 66.054 8.136 49.000 81.500
Group Attitude 111.172 10.556 91.800 136.750
Final Grade 6.923 2.296 2.000 10.000
External 49.000 14.386 23.000 77.000

Evaluation
n = 26 groups

Low Polarization Index at Time 3

Solidarity 67.139 5.887 61.333 76.000
Group Attitude 111.431 17.352 106.333 125.667
Final Grade 7.000 1.414 5.000 9.000
External 43.333 14.569 24.000 58.000

Evaluation
n = 6 groups



TABLE 5

Group Summar es at Time 2 and Time

Mean S.D. Minimum Maximum

High Polarization Index at Time 2

Solidarity 55.075 10.331 42.167 70.333
Group Attitude 104.950 9.886 90.000 120.000
Midterm Grade 6.500 2.429 2.000 9.000

n = 6 groups

Moderate Polarization Index at Time 2

Solidarity 64.088 7.812 45.800 76 ?00
Group Attitude 112.599 9.858 91.200 131.4.0
Midterm Grade 6.676 1.430 4.000 10.000

n = 34 groups

Low Polarization Index at Time 2

Solidarity 65.210 7.278 50.400 71.400
Group Attitude 112.055 11.505 88.600 123.000
Midterm Grade 5.857 1.676 3.000 8.000

n = 7 groups

High Polarization Index at Time 3

Solidarity 59.303 7.314 53.667 72.000
Group Attitude 101.653 11.743 86.667 117.250
Final Grade 7.200 1.643 6.000 10.000
External 39.000 11.045 21.000 48.000

Evaluation
n = 5 groups

Moderate Polarization Index at Time 3

Solidarity 64.494 8.901 37.000 81.500
Group Attitude 109.634 10.453 82.800 136.750
Final Grade 7.000 2.186 2.000 10.000
External 48.919 13.979 23.000 77.000

Evaluation
n = 37 groups

Low Polarization Index at Time 3

Solidarity 66.917 6.553 61.333 76.000
Group Attitude 111.267 8.208 106.333 125.667
Final Grade 7.400 1.414 6.000 9.000
External 47.200 12.378 28.000 58.000

Evaluation
n = 5 groups



TABLE 6

TimeGroup Summaries at.e;
eased on Catector I UntigcTaT:n3

Variable Mean S.D. Minimum Maximum

High Unification Index at Time 2

Solidarity 66.633 6.824 48.500 76.200
Group Attitude 115.928 8.417 100.250 131.250
Midterm Grade 6.571 1.502 3.000

n = 21 groups

10.000

Moderate Unification Index at Time 2

Solidarity 61.038 7.645 45.800 72.600
Group Attitude 107.671 9.603 88.600 126.000
Midterm Grade 6.471 1.586 4.000

n = 17 groups

10.000

Low Unification Index at Time 2

Solidarity 58.772 10.879 42.167 71.400
Group Attitude 108.617 12.052 90.000 127.600
Midterm Grade 6.556 2.007 2.000

n = 9 groups

9.000

High Unification Index at Time 3

Solidarity 67.352 6.837 57.600 81.500
Group Attitude 112.475 9.283 99.250 136.750
Final Grade 6.522 2.294 2.000 9.000
External 44.348 13.826 23.000 66.000

Evaluation
n = 23 groups

Moderate Unification Index at Time 3

Solidarity 64.026 8.120 49.000 74.667
Group Attitude 107.942 10.212 91.800 125.400
Final Grade 8.250 1.215 6.000 10.000
External 57.600 10.492 42.000 77.000

Evaluation
n = 12 groups

Low Unification Index at Time 3

Solidarity 58.331 9.546 37.000 72.000
Group Attitude 103.327 11.064 82.800 118.000
Final Grade 7.000 1.730 4.000 10.000
External 42.250 12.061 21.000 62.000

Evaluation
n = 12 groups



TABLE 7

Comparisons of Cohesiveness Measures

Variable predicts F p R2

Time 2

Polarization Group Attitude 5.94 .0189 .1165
Polarization Solidarity 10.92 .0019 .1956
Unification Group Attitude 6.90 .0118 .1329
Unification Solidarity 13.58 .0006 .2318
Polarization Unification 24.92 .0001 .3564

Time 3

Polarization Group Attitude 5.76 .0206 .1135
Polarization Solidarity v.15 .0280 .1028
Unification Group Attitude 7.37 .0094 .1407
Unification Solidarity 8.70 .0050 .1621
Polarization Unification 91.32 .0001 .6699

df=1,45 n=47 groups

TABLE 8

Satisfaction Variable Summary Statistics

Satisfaction Mean S.D. Minimum Maximum

Time 2 51.274 6.413 36.000 63.750
Time 3 49.816 6.987 27.200 66.250

n=47 groups
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